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1. 
My present invention relates to a ladle-support 

for a blow-torch"- adapted": especially for use as 
an attachment to liquid. fuel burners or heaters' 
of thehand-torch or portablel-blow-torch type. 
The’ attachment of my inventionxis capable, of 
installationon standard types.- of“ blow-torches 
that ‘include a holder for a soldering-iron, and 
in equipping a blow-torch withmy-ladle-support 
or table,.the soldering iron isremoved, and :the 
ladle is substituted and held- bythe means for 
attaching the table or support to the. blow‘ 
torch; 

Bylthe-utilization of my attachment, the ladle 
issupported on the blew-torchin position‘ for 
heating and melting the selectedemetalp,andzthe 
portable torch with its attachment may: with 
facility be employed for pouring the molten metal 
from the supported ladle. 
The primary object of the invention is the pro 

vision of an attachment or appliance of this 
type that consists of a minimum number of 
parts that may with facility be manufactured 
at low cost of production, and which parts may 
with convenience be assembled, adjusted, and 
installed for use with a blow-torch or similar 
appliance, without necessity for skilled labor, 
and with accuracy and convenience. 
The invention consists in certain novel com 

binations and arrangements of ‘parts, and in the 
means for attaching these combined parts to a 
blow-torch or the like, as will hereinafter be 
described, and more speci?cally set forth in my 
appended claims. 
In the accompanying drawings I have illus 

trated one complete example of the physical em 
bodiment of my invention in connection with 
a blow-torch, wherein the parts are combined 
and arranged in accord with one mode I have 
devised for the practical application of the prin 
ciples of my invention. It will, however, be 
understood that changes and alterations are 
contemplated and may be made in these ex 
emplifying drawings, mechanical structures, and 
installation, within the scope of my claims with 
out departing from the principles of the inven 
tion. 
Figure 1 is a view in side elevation showing in 

dotted lines a portion of a standard type of blow 
torch, equipped with the attachment of my in 
vention, and also showing in dotted lines a ladle 
supported in position for heating, and for pour 
ing the molten metal. 
Figure 2 is a top plan view of the attachment 

of my invention; and " 
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Figure 3 :is: an . end'lelevation 1 of the‘attachu' 

ment asseen from th'elright in Fig. 1;‘. 
In order that the general arrangements-and.’ 

utility ‘- of parts‘ ;may.- readily be» understood; I 
‘ have shown ‘by' dottedczlines, inuFig; v1 asportionr' 
of a standard type: of‘ portable-e gasoline blow. 
torch including the ‘fuel; ‘tank;.formingsaabasei-By; 
the upright‘ fuel supply. pipe F‘.rising;frtunzithei= 
tank, and the horizontally1disposedutorchdIbupon: 
which the usual holder:Hris;mountedzitozh‘oldc 
a conventional soldering iron. In equipping-the: 
blow torch‘ with the attachmentiofrmyjfinven 
tion the soldering iron is removedaand there-. 
fore not illustrated in the drawings; andiaz‘ladle: 
having, a pouring‘. pot" or rbowl :Ir. . and: handle: A 
is substituted for the-soldering iron; 
The'ihandle AQf-the-u-Iadle .-is.».held or retained; 

by the holder H which is threaded into a socket 
of a boss C which is rigid with the top face of 
the torch, and this holder for the ladle is also 
utilized as means for attaching the ladle sup 
port over and parallel with the torch T. 
By means of my attachment the bowl L is 

supported directly in front of the torch to re- ‘ 
ceive the blast for heating the metal within the 
bowl, and the portable blow-torch is manipu 
lated by hand for pouring the molten metal from 
the bowl. 
The appliance of my invention includes a cir 

cular open-center, preferably sheet-metal, sup 
porting plate or ring-shaped table I, having 
an interior edge-notch 2 to accommodate the 
pouring spout S of the ladle L, and a radially 
extending, integral, attaching blade or arm 3 
having a longitudinally extending slot 4. 
This open-center supporting plate or ring 

shaped table is mounted above the torch T, and 
secured thereto by means of the holder H which 
is threaded through the slot 4 of the arm 3 and 
?rmly fixed on the socket-boss C of the torch. 
As shown, the bowl of the ladle fits neatly into 
the open center table and the handle A of‘ the 
ladle is retained by the holder H; and the slotted 
attaching arm 3 may be utilized in adjusting the 
bowl with relation to the torch for effective 
heating of the contents of the bowl of the ladle. 
For bracing the outwardly projecting table, 

a sectional longitudinally adjustable, and ob 
liquely disposed brace is provided, which in 
cludes a leg or sheet metal plate 5 having an 
angular foot 6 that is fashioned at its outer edge 
with a notch l for engagement with the fuel 
feed pipe F of the blow-torch; and this metal 
plate is fashioned with a longitudinally extend 
ing slot 8 for co-action with a complementary 
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plate 9 forming an arm of the adjustable brace. 
The slidably adjustable leg 5 and arm 9 are 

?xed in adjusted position by means of a headed 
screw bolt Ill passed through a hole in the arm 
and through the slot 8 of the leg 5, and a clamp 
nut I I, preferably of the wing type, is utilized for 
locking the arm and the leg in adjusted position. 
As best seen in Fig. 1, the arm 9 of the brace is 

fashioned with a bent or hook-shaped head I2, 
and a screw bolt [3 is passed through registering 
holes in the head and the table I for rigidly 
fastening the adjusted brace to the ladle table. 
The attachment may be applied to the blow 

torch for use by a right-hand craftsman, or by a 
left-hand craftsman, by ?rst removing the brace 

- from the table and then by turning over and re 
versing the relative position of the table, so 
that the notch 2 for the spout S will be at the 
opposite side of the center line in Fig. 3. In this 
reversed position the brace may again be attached 
to the table, and the table and brace a?ixed to 
the blow-torch for use therewith in supporting 
the ladle. . 

By means of the slotted attaching arm 3 of the 
table and the adjustable vbrace or bracket 5-9, 
it will be apparent that the device may be ?tted 
with facility to a blow-torch or the like to locate 
the ladle in desired position for effectively heat 
ing the contained metal, and the whole structure 
may skilfully be manipulated for pouring the 
molten metal. ' 

Having thus fully described my invention, what 
I claim‘ as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent is: 
In an attachment for supporting a ladle in 

heating position over a portable blow-torch, the 
combination with an open-center ring shaped 
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table adapted to receive the bowl of the ladle, of a 
slotted arm rigid with the table, a holder for the 
handle of the ladle coacting with said slotted 
arm for attaching said arm to the blow-torch, an 
angularly disposed bracing arm with a hook 
shaped head bolted to said table, said bolt passing 
through said hook-shaped head, a slotted ad 
justable leg secured to said angularly disposed 
bracing arm, and securement means for securing 
said slotted adjustable leg to said angularly dis 
posed bracing arm, said means including a 
threaded bolt and a wing nut, said slotted ad 
justable leg being provided at its other end with 
an angular foot having a notch for engagement 
with said torch. 
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